
Implementation of EDTF recommendations

The Enhanced Disclosure Task Force (EDTF) was established by 
the Financial Stability Board (FSB) in 2012 to facilitate discussion 
among users, authors and other interested parties as to how 
disclosure can be enhanced to help restore investor confidence 
in banks. In its “Enhancing the Risk Disclosure of Banks” report 
issued on 29 October 2012, the EDTF set out recommendations 
designed to guide banks in disclosing their risk, liquidity and 
funding, and capital management in a more transparent and 
comprehensible way.

The EDTF recommendations are based on seven principles, 
which emphasize the importance of clear, balanced, 
comprehensive and relevant disclosures. Moreover, they require 
that disclosures be based on the same information that senior 
management uses for making its strategic decisions and 
managing the bank’s risks. These principles are closely aligned 

with our own financial disclosure principles of transparency, 
consistency, simplicity, relevance and best practice.

Consistent with our financial disclosure principles, we regard 
the enhancement of our disclosures as an ongoing commitment. 
We continue to regularly review our disclosures for further 
amendments that may be necessary to better reflect the 
developments in our business, as well as the principles and 
recommendations established by the EDTF.

The index on the following pages addresses EDTF 
recommendation 1 by providing a short summary of each of the 
32 EDTF recommendations and the cross-references to the 
locations in our Annual Report 2016, available under “Annual 
reporting” at www.ubs.com/investors and our Basel III Pillar 3 
Report 2016, available under “Pillar 3, SEC filings & other 
disclosures” at www.ubs.com/investors that support the 
objectives of each recommendation.



EDTF index
EDTF recommendations and 
our disclosures

Location of the UBS Group AG disclosures

Annual Report 2016 Basel III Pillar 3 Report 2016

General

2. Risk terminology
Definition of the risk terms and risk 
measures which we use, including 
indication of key parameters in our 
risk models

Risk terms  Risk definitions p.  119
 Risk concentrations p.  128
 Accounting for expected credit losses under IFRS 

9, Financial Instruments p.  60–63

–

Risk measures  Risk measurement p.  125–128 –

Key parameters 
and 
measurement 
models

 Credit risk: Credit risk models p.  140; Probability 
of default p.  141; Key features of our main credit 
risk models, Internal UBS rating scale and 
mapping of external ratings p.  140; Loss given 
default, Exposure at default, Expected loss p.  
141–142, Stress loss p.  142

 Market risk: Market risk stress loss, Value-at-Risk 
(VaR) p.  149–152

 Country risk exposure measure p.  159–163 
 Operational risk: Advanced measurement 

approach model p.  166–167
 Liquidity coverage ratio 170–171
 Net stable funding ratio p.  176
 Asset funding p.  176
 Business risk: Measurement of performance p.  

29–30

 Market risks: VaR and Stressed VaR p.  
47; Risks-not-in-VaR p.  49; Incremental 
risk charge p.  50; Comprehensive risk 
measure p.  51

3. Top and emerging risks
Qualitative and quantitative 
description of top and emerging 
risks in relation to our business 
activities and developments of such 
risks during the reporting period

 Risk factors p.  44–55
 Credit risk: key developments p.  129; Market 

risk: key developments p.  148;
Operational risk: key developments p.  164

 Top and emerging risks p.  120
 Accounting for expected credit losses under IFRS 

9, Financial Instruments p. 60–63

–

4. Regulatory ratio 
developments
Description of new key regulatory 
ratios, pro forma disclosures for 
these ratios in accordance with 
FINMA guidance, and information 
on UBS’s implementation plan for 
adopting the new requirements

Liquidity and 
funding

 Strategy, objectives and governance p.  168
 Asset and liquidity management p.  169–170
 Liquidity coverage ratio p.  170–171
 Net stable funding ratio p.  176

–

Capital  Regulatory and legal developments p.  23–25
 Swiss SRB capital framework p.  185–187
 Capital management activities p.  184
 Capital and leverage ratios p.  189

–



EDTF recommendations and 
our disclosures

Location of the disclosures

Annual Report 2016 Basel III Pillar 3 Report 2016

Risk governance and risk 
management strategies / business 
model

5. Risk management 
organization
Summary overview of our key roles 
and responsibilities for managing 
risks

Organization and 
responsibilities

 Risk definitions p.  119
 Risk governance p.  121–122

–

Processes for 
managing key 
risks

 Risk appetite framework p.  122–125
Overview of measurement, monitoring and 
management techniques: Credit risk p.  129; 
Market risk p.  148

 Country risk framework p.  159
 Operational risk framework p.  165
 Accounting for expected credit losses under IFRS 

9, Financial Instruments p.  60–63

–

6. Risk culture
Overview of our principles with 
respect to risk-taking measures in 
place to maintain the desired risk 
culture

Risk culture  Risk principles and risk culture p. 123–124 –

Procedures and 
strategies applied 
to support the 
culture

 Organizational principles and structure (Audit 
Committee, Compensation Committee, Risk 
Committee) p.  223–227

 UBS and Society p.  239–249
 Qualitative measures used in determining 

compensation p. 258–259; 262; 264; 265–266 
and 271 

–

7. Business model
Risk origination resulting from our 
business activities and description of 
how the risks relate to line items in 
the balance sheet and income 
statement

Sources of risk 
and risk 
management

 Risk factors p.  44–55
Overview of risks arising from our business 
activities p.  117

 Key risks, risk measures and performance by 
business division and Corporate Center unit p.  
118

 Risk measures and performance p.  118
 Main sources of credit risk p.  129
 Main sources of market risk p.  148
 Currency management p.  182

–

Risk appetite in 
the context of 
the business 
model

 Credit risk: key developments p.  129; Market 
risk: key developments p.  148;
Operational risk: key developments p.  164

 Risk appetite framework p.  122–125

–

Risk measures 
and relation of 
risk measures to 
line items in the 
balance sheet 
and income 
statement

 Allowances and provisions for credit losses p.  
146

 Linkage between financial statements 
and regulatory exposures p.  11–12

8. Stress testing
Information on the use of stress 
testing within our risk governance 
and appetite framework, on 
scenarios applied and agreed with 
the regulators and the linkage of 
stress testing results to our risk 
appetite

 Risk appetite framework p.  122–125
 Stress testing p.  125–127
 Credit risk: stress loss p.  142
 Market risk stress loss p.  149
 Treasury management - Stress testing p. 173

–



EDTF recommendations and 
our disclosures

Location of the disclosures

Annual Report 2016 Basel III Pillar 3 Report 2016

Capital adequacy and risk-weighted 
assets

9. Minimum capital requirements
Pillar 1 capital requirements, 
including capital surcharges for G-
SIBs and the application of counter-
cyclical and capital conservation 
buffers

 Swiss SRB capital framework p.  185–187
 Swiss SRB loss-absorbing capacity p.  188–191

 Requirements for global systemically 
important banks and related indicators 
p.  66

 Prudential key figures for our significant 
regulated subsidiaries and subgroups p.  
67–68

10. Components of capital
Summary of the information as 
disclosed in the Pillar 3 report on 
capital

 Eligible capital and other instruments contributing 
to our loss-absorbing capacity p.  185–186

 Swiss SRB going and gone concern requirements 
and information p.  187

 Swiss SRB loss-absorbing capacity p.  188–191

 Composition of capital p.  58–60

11. Flow statement of capital
Tabular information in prescribed 
format

 Regulatory capital and movement p.  190–191 –

12. Strategic and capital 
planning
Management’s view on the required 
or targeted level of capital and how 
this will be established

 Regulatory and legal developments p.  23–25
 Our strategy p.  27–28
 Eligible capital and other instruments contributing 

to our loss-absorbing capacity p.  185–186;
Swiss SRB going and gone concern requirements 
and information p.  187

 Capital management objectives p. 184
 Capital planning p. 184
 Capital management activities p.  184

–

13. Risk-weighted assets and 
related business activities
Information on our RWA, and 
related capital requirements 
together with underlying exposures

 Information on Corporate Center RWA in the 
table Composition of Non-core and Legacy 
Portfolio p.  113

 Risk-weighted assets p. 194–197

 Our approach to measuring risk 
exposure and risk-weighted assets p. 6–
8

 Regulatory exposures and risk-weighted 
assets p. 9–10

14. Capital requirements for each 
risk type
Quantitative information 
accompanied by reference 
to significant models used

 Risk-weighted assets p. 194–197 Overview:
 Our approach to measuring risk 

exposure and risk-weighted assets p. 6–
8

 Regulatory exposures and risk-weighted 
assets p. 9–10

Market risks:
 Derivation of VaR and SvaR based RWA 

and related calculations p.  47
 Derivation of RWA add-on for risks-not-

in-VaR and related calculations p.  49
 Derivation of IRC-based RWA and 

related calculations p.  50
 Derivation of CRM-based RWA and 

related calculations p.  51



EDTF recommendations and 
our disclosures

Location of the disclosures

Annual Report 2016 Basel III Pillar 3 Report 2016

15. Credit risk analysis
Break-down of the credit risk 
exposures by regulatory parameters 
and based on a 14-point UBS 
internal scale

 Internal UBS rating scale and mapping of external 
ratings p.  140

 Financial assets subject to credit risk by rating 
category p.  415

Regulatory net credit risk exposure, weighted 
average PD, weighted average LGD and RWA by 
PD range:
 CR6: IRB - Credit risk exposures by portfolio 

and PD range p. 25–27
 CCR4: IRB - CCR exposures by portfolio and 

PD scale p. 31–32

Regulatory net credit risk exposure:
 CR5: Standardized approach - exposures by 

asset classes and risk weights p. 23
 CCR3: Standardized approach - CCR 

exposures by regulatory portfolio and risk 
weights p. 30

16. Flow statement of risk-
weighted assets
Tabular information on RWA 
movements in the period

 Movement in fully applied risk-weighted assets by 
key driver p. 194

 Definition of RWA movement key drivers; RWA 
development in 2016  p. 195–196

–

17. Credit risk model 
performance
Information on credit risk models 
including back testing of probability 
of default, loss given default and 
credit conversion factors as well as 
expected loss analysis

 Credit risk model confirmation p. 142
 Backtesting, Main credit models backtesting by 

regulatory exposure segment p. 143
 Changes to models and model parameters during 

the period p. 143

–

Liquidity

18. Liquidity needs and reserves
Description of our approach to 
liquidity management during the 
normal course of business and 
during crisis events

Liquidity risk 
management 
framework and 
components of 
liquidity

 Strategy, objectives and governance p.  168
 Assets and liquidity management, including LCR 

and asset encumbrance p.  169–172
 Stress testing p.  173
 Liabilities and funding management p.  174–177

–

19. Encumbered and 
unencumbered assets
Available and unrestricted assets to 
support potential funding and 
collateral needs

 High-quality liquid assets p.  170
 Asset encumbrance p.  171–172
 Credit ratings p.  177
 Capital and capital ratios of our significant 

regulated subsidiaries p.  193
 Note 23 Restricted and transferred financial 

assets p.  407–409

 Prudential key figures for our significant 
regulated subsidiaries and subgroups p.  67–
68

20. Contractual maturity analysis
Analysis of assets, liabilities and off-
balance sheet commitments based 
on the earliest date on which we 
could be required to pay / latest 
maturity date of assets, indicating 
behavioral characteristics as 
presumed by UBS in order to adjust 
contractual maturities for risk 
management purposes

 Contractual maturity profile of outstanding long-
term debt held at amortized cost p.  175

 Maturity analysis of assets and liabilities p.  177–
178

 Stress testing p.  173

–

21. Funding strategy
Description of our approach to 
funding, available funding sources, 
dependencies and concentrations

 Strategy, objectives and governance p.  168
 Liabilities and funding management p.  174–177

–



EDTF recommendations and 
our disclosures

Location of the disclosures

Annual Report 2016 Basel III Pillar 3 Report 2016

Market risk

22. Market risk linkage to the 
balance sheet
Presentation of trading and non-
trading market risk factors relevant 
to the UBS business, including 
quantitative and qualitative 
information on the risk factors

 Effect of interest rate changes on shareholders’ equity 
and CET1 capital p.  154–155

 Other market risk exposures p.  157–158
 Refer also to EDTF 7 Business model and EDTF 13 Risk-

weighted assets and related business activities above 
for further cross-references

 Our approach to measuring risk 
exposure and risk-weighted assets 
p. 6–8

 Regulatory exposures and risk-
weighted assets p. 9–10

23. Market risk analysis
Qualitative and quantitative 
breakdowns of significant trading 
and non-trading market risk factors

 Main sources of market risk p.  148
 Trading market risk disclosures for VaR p. 149–152
 Interest rate risk in the banking book p.  153–157
 Other market risk exposures p.  157–158

 Trading market risk disclosures for 
VaR, SVaR, IRC, CRM and 
securitization positions p. 46–51

24. Market risk measurement 
model performance
Qualitative and quantitative 
information on our primary market 
risk measurement models VaR and 
market risk stress loss, their 
methodology, assumptions, model 
limitations and back testing

 Value-at-Risk p.  149–150
 VaR limitations p.  151
 Backtesting of VaR p.  151–152
 Development of backtesting revenues against 

backtesting VaR p.  151
 VaR model confirmation p.  152
 VaR model developments in 2016 p.  152

 MR4: Comparison of VaR estimates 
with gains / losses p. 48

25. Other market risk 
management techniques
Qualitative and quantitative 
information on each of our 
complementary market risk 
measurement models, methodology, 
assumptions, model limitations and 
back testing

 Market risk stress loss p.  149  Value-at risk  p.  47
 Risks-not-in-VaR p.  49
 Incremental risk charge p.  50
 Comprehensive risk measure p.  51

Credit risk

26. Analysis of credit risk 
exposures
Presentation of the credit risk profile 
and of significant credit risk 
components in each business 
division by relevant parameters such 
as region, industry sector or banking 
products

 Credit risk profile of the Group - IFRS view p.  145–
147;  Maximum exposure to credit risk p. 413–414

 Credit risk profile of the Group - Internal risk view p.  
130–137

 Exposures to selected eurozone countries p.  160–161
 Exposure from single-name credit default swaps 

referencing to Greece, Italy, Ireland, Portugal or Spain 
(GIIPS) p.  162

 Exposure to emerging market countries  p.  162–163
 Note 10 Due from banks and loans (held at amortized 

cost) p. 358

 Regulatory exposures and risk-
weighted assets p. 9–10

 Credit risk exposure and credit 
quality of assets p.  16–19

27. Policies for impaired and 
non-performing loans
Treatment of claims where 
payments are past due or other 
criteria indicating non-performance 
are met, or where there is objective 
evidence that amounts due cannot 
be fully collected

 Policies for past due, non-performing and impaired 
claims p.  143–144

 Note 1 Summary of significant accounting policies, 
item 3) g. Allowances and provisions for credit losses 
for financial assets held at amortized cost p.  332

 Credit risk exposure and credit 
quality of assets p.  16–19

28. Analysis of impaired and 
non-performing loans
Overview of balances and 
development of claims which meet 
the criteria in our policies for non-
performing or impaired loans

 Impaired financial instruments p.  145–147
 Past due but not impaired loans p.  147

 Credit risk exposure and credit 
quality of assets p.  16–19



EDTF recommendations and 
our disclosures

Location of the disclosures

Annual Report 2016 Basel III Pillar 3 Report 2016

29. Counterparty credit risk from 
derivative transactions
Quantitative and qualitative analysis 
of the counterparty credit risk that 
arises from our derivatives 
transactions

 Traded products p.  136–137
 Note 12 Derivative instruments and 

hedge accounting p.  359–365
 Note 24 Offsetting financial assets and 

financial liabilities p.  410–411

 Counterparty credit risk p. 29–32

30. Credit risk mitigation
Information on our use of collateral 
and credit hedging

 Credit risk mitigation p.  137–139
 Note 1 Summary of significant 

accounting policies, item 3) e. Securities 
borrowing/lending and 
repurchase/reverse repurchase 
transactions p.  331

 Note 1 Summary of significant 
accounting policies, item 3) k. Hedge 
accounting p.  334

 Note 12 Derivative instruments and 
hedge accounting p.  359–365

 Note 24 Offsetting financial assets and 
financial liabilities p.  410–411

 Maximum exposure to credit risk p. 413–
414

 Credit risk mitigation p. 20–22

Other risks

31. Other risks
Description of how we identify, 
measure and manage risks 
consequential to our business 
activities other than credit, market, 
liquidity, funding, operational and 
foreign exchange risks

 Risk factors p.  44–55
 UBS and Society p.  239–249
 Risk categories p.  119

–

32. Publicly known risk events
Information on matters that 
management considers to be 
material or otherwise significant due 
to potential financial, reputation or 
other effects, together with 
disclosures on the effect on our 
business, the lessons learned and 
the resulting changes to risk 
processes already implemented or in 
progress

 Operational risk: Key developments p.  
164

 Note 20 Provisions and contingent 
liabilities p.  373–384

 Note 35 Events after the reporting period 
p.  457


